**Course description:** This course examines the physics behind a wide variety of sports, including football, baseball, hockey, soccer, track and field, swimming, etc. Understanding on the scientific concepts such as force, momentum and energy give a deeper understanding and appreciation of sports. The topics include basic physics, force, friction, torque and rotation, temperature and heat.

**Course objectives/ outcome:**
To get the deep understanding of scientific concepts behind all sports.

**Unit I:** Introduction/Orientation Length, Mass and Time: The Basic Units, Average speed, Velocity, and Acceleration (Auto/bicycle racing, Marathon, Sprint) Gravity and Falling Bodies w/o air resistance (Jumping, Diving, Sky Diving), Vectors and Projectile Motion: Two-dimensional problems w/o air resistance (Baseball, Football, Basketball throwing)

**Unit II:** Force; Newton’s Laws of Motion (Concussion in Football and Boxing), Friction (Skiing, skating), Momentum Conservation, Collisions and Impact (Football, Auto racing, Auto accident, Tennis, Baseball batting)

**Unit III:** Torque and Rotation (Football blocking and tackling), Rotational Motion Centripetal Force (Bicycle and Auto racing, Figure skating), Angular Momentum Conservation (Football throwing, Figure skating, Diving, Gymnastics), Work, Energy, Power (Baseball pitching, Diving)

**Unit IV:** Temperature and Heat; Heat loss by conduction and radiation (Uniforms, Heat exhaustion) Elasticity (Bungee Jumping), Fluids and Pressure; Bernouilli’s Effect (Scuba diving, Hang Gliding, Sailing), Air and Fluid Resistance, Drag force, Terminal speed (Sky diving, Auto racing)

**Unit V:** Magnus Force (Baseball Pitching: Curve ball, Slider, Knuckle ball, Sinker, cut fast ball; Football throwing and kicking; Volleyball hitting, Spins in Tennis, Ping-Pong and Soccer)
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